David Brothers
Application for Employment - Part 1
Name:________________________________________________Date____________________
Address:______________________________________________SS#_____________________
City/State_____________________________________________Phone____________________
E:mail_______________________________________________
Drivers License #______________________Class_________________State________________
Birth Date:________________Position applying for:___________________________________
Type of Employment Desired: ____Permanent ___Temporary ___Seasonal
Education:

Previous Employment (list most recent first)
Company/Address

Supervisor/Phone#

To/from

wages

Responsibilities

1.

2.

3.

What Skills do you have related to the job you are applying for?

Notice: I have reviewed the David Brothers Job Description for the position I have applied for. I am
qualified and understand the responsibilities. I understand that if I am hired, the hiring will be conditional,
subject to evaluation of a medical exam and/or disability history questionnaire form required of all
applicants who are offered employment in my job category. I also understand that if I am hired, the hiring
will be conditional, subject to a satisfactory driver history result for a DMV check. I agree to submit to an
immediate drug test at any time upon request by the General Manager.
Signed________________________________Date_______________________

David Brothers
Application for Employment - Part 2
Pre-Employment General Health Questions
You are applying for a field position with a full service landscape contractor. All positions
require strenuous physical labor. Answer the following questions.
Please circle no, if you CAN NOT perform these activities:
1. Lift and carry heavy objects of 50 pounds or more? ………….…. no
2. Bend to lift objects form the ground? ………………………….… no
3. Hear verbal instructions from a distance? ………………………... no
4. Pour gasoline and oil into equipment? …………………………… no
5. Drive a truck? ……………………………………………………. no
6. Drive at night? …………………………………………………… no
7. Use ear plugs? ……………………………………………………. no
8. Wear safety glasses? ……………………………………….……. no
9. Wear a hard hat? …………………………………………………. no
10. Work outdoors in all seasons? ……………………….………….. no
11. Work while wearing storm gear? ……………………………….. no
12. Put on personal protective equipment as required? ………………no
13. Ride in vehicles? ………………………………………………… no
14. Read safety manuals? …………………………………………… no
15. Stand for extended periods? ….………………………………..… no
16. Operate power equipment with training? ……………………….. no
17. Work form heights such as on a ladder? ………………………… no
18. Handle chemicals using protective equipment? ………………

no

Explain any yes answer here. Use back of this form if you need more space:

Name__________________________Date__________

